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Key Takeaways:  

Syria. A potential Turkish military operation into northern Syria could draw the Syrian Democratic 
Forces (SDF) away from counter-ISIS efforts. The SDF commander is warning of an imminent 

Turkish incursion. Even a limited Turkish invasion would drain SDF resources and likely allow ISIS to 

accelerate its efforts to erode and replace SDF governance structures in eastern Syria.  

Somalia. Anti–al Shabaab forces notched a significant victory in an ongoing offensive in central 

Somalia by capturing two logistical and financial hubs from al Shabaab. Al Shabaab has stepped up 
suicide attacks in response to the offensive, but its loss of these locations may harm its ability to 

sustain a counterattack over time. Al Shabaab’s withdrawal from the captured towns likely indicates 

that it withdrew in preparation for a future counterattack, though there are also limited indicators 

that the group is losing bandwidth and morale.   

Mali. Al Qaeda’s Sahel branch increased attacks near the Malian capital in a likely effort to 

undermine the legitimacy of the Malian junta, which has promised to increase security in the country. 
The uptick in attacks indicates that Salafi-jihadi militants likely have access to enduring havens in 

southwestern Mali, signaling a shift in the militants’ ability to threaten Mali’s government and largest 

city.   

Afghanistan. The Taliban government is conducting information operations to deflect blame for 

ongoing security failures. Taliban security measures have failed to prevent assassinations and Islamic 
State Khorasan Province (ISKP) attacks in major cities. A leaked Taliban Ministry of Defense 

document blamed Pakistan for the infiltration of ISKP fighters into Afghanistan. Poorly resourced 

Taliban border security forces will struggle to control the Afghan-Pakistan border and prevent ISKP 
cross-border movement.  

Assessments:  

Syria. A potential Turkish incursion in northern Syria risks drawing the SDF away from its already 

strained efforts to counter ISIS in eastern Syria.  



A Turkish incursion is possible but not certain. Turkey seeks to build a protective “security corridor” 

in northern Syria to protect against the SDF, which they view as a cover for the US-designated terror 

organization Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK). The SDF’s commander said he expected a Turkish 

incursion near Kobani in Aleppo province in February, while Turkey said it could launch an incursion 

“at any time.”1 Turkey began air strikes against the SDF and hinted it might invade SDF-controlled 

Syria in November 2022. Russian opposition likely prevented the operation.2 Turkey and the SDF 

could both be posturing by emphasizing the threat of an invasion, and Turkey is currently engaged in 

normalization talks with Syria facilitated by Russia.3 Both Syria and Russia oppose a Turkish 

incursion.4 This diplomatic context means that a limited Turkish air or artillery effort against the SDF 

is more likely than a ground incursion, though both remain possible.  

Even a limited Turkish operation, whether a ground incursion targeting Kobani or air effort targeting 

SDF positions in northern Syria, would undermine SDF counterterrorism operations against ISIS. 

The SDF paused counter-ISIS operations with the US-led counter-ISIS coalition when Turkey 

threatened to invade in November 2022.5 Turkish air strikes targeting SDF military positions would 

pin the SDF in place, allowing ISIS to move more freely in certain areas of northeastern Syria. The 

SDF would likely significantly draw down its presence in some areas of Deir Ezzor province in eastern 

Syria in the event of an incursion. ISIS would likely capitalize on the SDF’s focus on Turkish military 

activity to increase its activities in Deir Ezzor. ISIS is already attempting to erode the SDF presence in 

Deir Ezzor by targeting SDF patrols and assassinating pro-SDF officials, causing the SDF to decrease 

its presence in certain areas.  

For more on ISIS activity in Deir Ezzor, see Brian Carter’s “ISIS Will Leverage Improved Attack 

Capabilities to Generate Forces in Syria.”6 
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Source: Brian Carter. 

Note: CTP defines “attacks” as kinetic activity, including assassinations, armed assaults on military 

positions, executions, and bombings. “Activity” includes all forms of ISIS activity, including attacks, 

force movements, and reports of governance activity like zakat collection. ISIS does not generally 

report on these non-kinetic activities and does not claim all of its attacks. 
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Somalia. Anti–al Shabaab forces increased pressure on al Shabaab in central Somalia by capturing 

district capitals that al Shabaab has used for logistics and finances. The current offensive, which 

began in summer 2020, is the first Somali-led offensive against al Shabaab and the largest challenge 

to al Shabaab’s presence in central Somalia since 2015. Somali forces and local clan militias, with US 

and Turkish drone support, cleared al Shabaab from its former strongholds in eastern Hiraan region 

in central Somalia in September 2022. They also cleared the Middle Shabelle region from October to 

December and began clearing operations in the Galgudud and Mudug regions in late December and 

early January.7  

Anti–al Shabaab forces, including US-trained special forces, captured two district capitals—

Harardhere and El Dheere—in north-central Somalia on January 16 and 17.8 These takeovers mark an 

important symbolic and military victory for anti–al Shabaab forces, which had been unable to enter 

Harardhere since al Shabaab took over the town in 2008.9 The capture of Harardhere and El Dheere 

also eliminates al Shabaab’s two largest ports on the central Somalia coast, cutting key supply and 

smuggling lines that supply the group’s activities in central Somalia.10  

Al Shabaab is weathering the offensive by retreating and regrouping to launch counterattacks from 

rural areas. It used these rear staging areas to launch a wave of suicide vehicle-borne improvised 

explosive device (SVBIED) attacks in the Hiraan and Middle Shabelle regions beginning in early 

January.11 The group has carried out at least six SVBIED attacks in the Middle Shabelle and Hiraan 

regions since January 4, using at least 12 vehicle borne improvised explosive devices (VBIED) across 

the attacks.12 Somali security forces also seized four unused VBIEDs in Middle Shabelle region on 

January 8 and 11.13 Al Shabaab will likely use this same retreat-and-counterattack strategy in north-



central Somalia. The group’s fighters withdrew from Harardhere and El Dheere before security forces 

arrived.14 The Somali Federal Government is seeking to rebuff the coming counterattacks by 

garrisoning major towns and using local militias to target al Shabaab staging areas.15 Somali forces 

have thus far repelled two large-scale al Shabaab suicide raids on its positions in central Somalia in 

January.16  

The rapid fall of Harardhere could alternatively indicate that al Shabaab forces in central Somalia are 

overstretched and lacking morale. Anti–al Shabaab forces quickly captured Harardhere, taking over 

the district capital only 10 days after beginning operations in Mudug.17 Al Shabaab also has not yet 

attacked anti–al Shabaab forces in Mudug. This relatively quiet response is noteworthy because al 

Shabaab appears to be ceding more valuable terrain with less resistance compared to earlier in the 

campaign.18 Furthermore, two al Shabaab factions reportedly clashed north of Harardhere on 

December 31, killing 12 militants, after one group attempted to defect.19 These factors indicate that al 

Shabaab forces may have been unable or unwilling to launch a meaningful defense in north-central 

Somalia. The group remains likely to marshal a counteroffensive in the future, however, and retains 

significant strategic depth in Somalia.  

Figure 3. Somali Forces Contest al Shabaab Support Zones in Central Somalia: 

December 2022–January 2023 

  

Source: Liam Karr. 

Mali. Al Qaeda–linked militants launched a rare offensive in southwestern Mali near the country’s 

capital. Salafi-jihadi groups have operated in northern Mali since 2012 and have been active in central 

and southern Mali since at least 2015, when militants connected to al Qaeda–linked Ansar al Din 



created a subgroup called the Macina Liberation Front (MLF).20 The MLF is a component of Jama’a 

Nusrat al Islam wa al Muslimeen (JNIM), al Qaeda’s main branch in the Sahel that formed from a 

merger of several Salafi-jihadi groups in 2017. The MLF operates in central Mali, where it has 

embedded itself by capitalizing on ethnicity-based intercommunal conflict and security force abuses.21  

JNIM fighters, likely from MLF, have increased attacks in southwestern Mali since early January 

2023. This uptick follows a gradual increase in activity since summer 2022.22 The group has attacked 

in Koulikoro—the region surrounding Mali’s capital Bamako—at least six times since January 2.23 

Many of these attacks targeted towns along the main roads running into Bamako, including two 

attacks in the Kayes region west of Koulikoro. This pattern indicates a concerted effort to disrupt lines 

of communication between Bamako and the rest of southwestern Mali.24 The attacks mark a sharp 

increase in JNIM activity in southwestern Mali. JNIM only attacked in the Koulikoro region once 

between September and December 2022.25 JNIM has also organized attack cells in Bamako and 

threatened to attack the capital in recent years, though it has not conducted any major terror attacks 

there since 2015.26  

Figure 4. JNIM Activity in Southwestern Mali 



 

Source: Liam Karr.  

The January attacks occurred unusually close to Bamako and may indicate JNIM has established 

havens in northeastern Koulikoro. The MLF entered the Koulikoro region in 2018 and has 

concentrated much of its previous activity in the Banamba Cercle in northeastern Koulikoro.27 None 

of the attacks in 2023 have occurred in Banamba, while several have been in the same administrative 

cercle as Bamako, including one just four miles from the Bamako city limits.28 This shift likely 



indicates that the group has established havens in Banamba that it is using to expand further 

southwest. JNIM could move through areas of Banamba relatively unchallenged in early 2022; 

militants closed several schools before Malian forces claimed to remove them from the area.29 The 

attacks also show JNIM is continuing to establish itself around the capital following a previous small 

offensive in July 2022 that included a suicide attack targeting the Malian army base in Kati.30   

Continued JNIM attacks in politically sensitive areas of southwestern Mali will challenge the junta’s 

legitimacy. The junta rose to power in 2021 following two coups in as many years. The coups followed 

months of nonviolent protests demanding the Malian president’s resignation due to corruption and 

instability stemming from the Salafi-jihadi insurgency and other security challenges.31 JNIM has 

explicitly framed its attacks as a direct challenge to the junta’s authority. The group highlighted its 

increased activity in southwestern Mali as a sign that the Malian government is lying about containing 

JNIM.32 JNIM called attacks on January 2 a “New Year’s gift” to the Malian government and 

threatened to continue attacks until the government stopped “oppressing Muslims.”33 Attacks in Kati 

specifically undermine the junta because the Kati base is the symbolic birthplace of the 2020 coup 

that helped bring the junta to power.34  

Figure 5. The Salafi-Jihadi Movement in Africa 

 

Source: Kathryn Tyson. 

Afghanistan. The Taliban government is attempting to compensate for continuing security failures 
by controlling Afghanistan’s information environment. These failures include the murder of a former 

member of parliament (MP), whom the Taliban claimed it sought to protect, and regular ISKP attacks 

and cross-border movements.   



The Taliban government routinely suppresses media reporting on killings in Afghanistan. It likely 

failed to suppress reporting on the January 15 killing of former female MP Mursal Nabizada in Kabul, 
which many international media outlets covered.35 Taliban officials and Taliban state media 

responded by promoting an interview with Nabizada’s mother in which she claimed the Taliban 

government closely coordinated with the family regarding security.36 The killing of people associated 
with the former Afghan Republic is not unusual, but the death of a female politician following recent 

Taliban restrictions on women’s rights further harms its position in the international community 

while also underscoring the Taliban’s inability to guarantee security in Afghanistan. ISKP may be 
responsible for Nabizada’s killing but has not claimed responsibility.  

The Taliban government likely also seeks to blame Pakistan for ISKP attacks in Afghanistan. A leaked 
Taliban Ministry of Defense document accused Pakistan of facilitating the infiltration of ISKP fighters 

into Afghanistan.37 The leaked memo estimated a concentration of ISKP fighters several times larger 

than ISKP’s likely actual size.38 ISKP operates and conducts attacks inside Pakistan, including near 
the border with Afghanistan, but it is highly unlikely it has amassed such a large force inside one 

valley in Pakistan. The same Taliban unit responsible for the leaked memo also recently complained 

about a lack of supplies, including a lack of food and spare parts to maintain its vehicles.39 The leaked 
memo may have exaggerated the ISKP threat to cajole more resources from the Taliban Ministry of 

Defense.  

The Taliban government continues to struggle to adequately resource its military units, including 

units responsible for border security with Pakistan. Pakistani officials recently warned that the 

Taliban’s financial difficulties could lead to some Taliban factions defecting and joining ISKP.40 
ISKP’s willingness to pay higher salaries has previously attracted defectors from other Salafi-jihadi 

groups in Afghanistan.41  

 
Figure 6. The Salafi-Jihadi Movement in Central and South Asia 
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Other Updates:  

Middle East 

Iraq: Iraqi Prime Minister Mohammed al Sudani voiced support for a continued US military 

presence in Iraq. Sudani said on January 15 that Iraq needs a continued US presence to defeat ISIS.42 

US forces based in Iraq also enable the counter-ISIS mission in Syria and NATO Mission in Iraq.43 

The US military also provides operationally valuable advising to some Iraqi military forces.44  

Yemen: Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula leader Khaled al Batarfi called on Yemenis to “rise” 

against Israel, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates (UAE), the United States, and Houthis in 

Yemen to prevent Yemen from becoming like Afghanistan and Iraq.45 Batarfi accused Saudi Arabia 

and the UAE of permitting US and Israeli military operations. 

Africa 

Burkina Faso: Likely Salafi-jihadi militants abducted at least 50 women from a rural area in 

northeastern Burkina Faso on January 12 and 13.46 JNIM and the Islamic State Greater Sahara 

Province are both active in this region.  

Democratic Republic of the Congo: Islamic State Central Africa Province, also known as the 

Allied Democratic Forces (ISCAP-ADF), bombed a church in Beni territory, North Kivu region, on 

January 15.47 The attack killed at least 17 people and wounded 29 others. Security forces arrested a 



Kenyan citizen from northeastern Kenya in connection with the attack.48 ISCAP-ADF’s attack claims 

emphasized that security forces could not protect Christians.49  

Central and South Asia 

Afghanistan: The former director of the Afghan Republic’s intelligence services, Rahmatullah Nabil, 

announced the creation of a new anti-Taliban political party called the Afghanistan National 

Liberation Party (ANLP).50 Nabil is a Pashtun, originally from Wardak Province, who commanded 

former Afghan President Hamid Karzai’s presidential guard and led the National Directorate of 

Security from 2010 to 2015.51 The ANLP’s charter states it will pursue a democratic decentralized 

Afghanistan. The ANLP's charter does not currently call for armed resistance to the Taliban 

government but warns that Afghanistan is on the brink of renewed civil war unless the Taliban 

government makes drastic changes to its policies.  

Pakistan: The Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) continued to escalate an attack campaign against the 

Pakistan government following the TTP’s ending of a cease-fire in November 2022. Nine TTP 

militants attacked a police checkpoint and killed two policemen in Taunsa, Punjab Province, central 

Pakistan, on January 13.52 The TTP relatively rarely conducts attacks in Punjab and only attacked five 

times in the region in 2022.53 The Punjab chief of police ordered increased security measures against 

the TTP in Punjab and improved security coordination with neighboring regions in response to the 

attack.54 The TTP’s escalating campaign will pressure Pakistan to consider renewed military efforts 

against the TTP. Pakistan is considering strikes against the TTP in Afghanistan, a move that will 

further worsen relations between the Pakistan government and the Afghan Taliban government. The 

TTP has havens in Afghanistan and long-standing ties to the Afghan Taliban.55 
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